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T he adage holds that
actions speak louder than
words. Unfortunately in
today's world, too many
actions conflict with the
words we hear.

The companies we do business with
must also comply. ''We virtually
have to take a look at every contract
with all of our external trading
partners, to make sure that they
treat data with as much security as
we do ourselves," says Gash.

At BCBSF, we work hard every day to make sure our actions reflect our
promise. Our company would not exist without the 3.3 million Floridians
who count on us to be there when they need us. And when they need
us, it's usually our service associates who answer their questions and
resolve concerns. For many of our members, customer service associates
don't just represent the company, they are the company.

When we think about our members,
it's important to remember they
are volunteers - and they can
easily volunteer with another
company."

In a recent survey of all Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association
plans, BCBSF was the number-one
plan where members are most
likely to renew. It
shouldn't surprise us.
customer And
if you don't know
already,
you'll
represent
discover why inside
this issue.

This issue provides insight on the rewarding, yet tough jobs of our 2,600
service associates. You'll find that along with getting their share of
complaints, our service associates also get the gratification of making a
difference in
members' lives.
11

For many of our members,
service associates don't just
the company, they
the

We commit nearly a
third of our 9,000
employees to
11
customer service,
giving credibility to
our corporate value
"Members are our
reason for being." Get your own perspective on what it's like to be on
the frontline on page 6.

company.

are

When you read the stories of our customer service associates, you'll
have a clearer picture of how all of us touch members in some way.
Whether we work in Marketing, the GBUs or Lhe mailroom, we all
ultimately work toward making sure members are satisfied.
As BCBSF President Mike Cascone said al a recent meeting, "Our
members are our reason for being. They are why we exist as a company.
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We help our members
live confident lives,
and we do that by
listening to them and acting on
what they tell us. That action
emerges from our hardworking
teams that bring to market what
our members want and need - like
web-based services and assurance
of privacy. It takes all of us to
make BCBSF a consumer-centric
company - one where our actions
speak louder than our words. �

to. In many cases, customer service
associates will have to translate the
new codes," says Hayes.
The biggest challenge for everyone
in the health care industry will be
complying wilh the patient privacy
rules that go into effect February
2003. Hundreds of pages of rules
were adopted in the final hours of
the Clinton administration. BCBSF's
legal team is interpreting each
mandate and developing our
compliance strategy.
"There's data today that we require
as part of our business that isn't in
HIPAA. We are going to have to
find new ways to get it," Hayes
added. "The security and privacy
rules will impact our ability to
share information, maybe even
within the company," says Gash.

As health care consumers we will
also feel the impact of HIPAA. The
privacy regulations will require
doctors to get a patient's written
consent before releasing any
health information, even for
routine treatment and payment.
The new rules also limit the use of
that information to health purposes
only. "Patients are going to have to
sign documents on how a physician
uses data. Everywhere you vvill go,
there will be a five to 10 page
consent form," says Hayes.
The potential for prison sentences
and huge fines for violations drive
the added precautions. Intentionally
misusing a patient's information

penalties of $100 per incident,
to $25,000 per person, per yea
for each standard violated.
Despite all the challenges, the
are positive aspects to HIPAA-.
for BCBSF. Standardized code
should improve data quality a1
provide more reliable reporting
can also be viewed as a pre-req1
for web enabling customer sen
and other capabilities utilizing 1
Internet," says Gash. He believt
the standardization provided by
HIPAA-AS should benefit the
health care industry in the Ion�
run by increasing efficiency an
decreasing costs.
The HIPAA-AS project is expect
to continue into 2004 and the
HIPAA-AS Project Team needs)
help throughout all seven phase
of the project. BCBSF could be
exposed lo economic, business
and legal risk if we are not in
compliance. "Our success <leper

0ur success depends upon ti
organization responding to o
requests for participatior
11

will result in criminal charges.
Depending on the severity,
violations could bring a sentence
from one to 10 years in prison and
fines ranging from $50,000 to
$250,000. Transaction and code set
violations could bring civil

upon the organization respondi:
to our requests for participation
says Hayes. "So far the organiza
has been extremely responsive.
HlPAA-AS project updates are
available on the corporate intra
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4 Takin' Care of Business

The EOC team stands ready to help the company function during
disasters. Read about this group's role in getting us back to "business as
usual" when crises occur.

COVER STORY
What's it Like on the Frontline?

Imagine spending your entire day taking calls from members - some
good, some not so good. The company's 2,600 customer service
associates are the friendly voices helping our members everyday.

� Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act - Administrative
1plification (HIPAA-AS) is charging through the health care industry
I creating a hippo-sized challenge for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
rida (BCBSF) T he purpose of HIPAA-AS is to standardize all health care
le sets, while providing the highest level of privacy and security for
ient records.

� patient privacy and confidentiality rules alone are more than 17,000
;es. Ironically, one of the goals of HIPAA is to reduce paperwork.
ter goals include cutting administrative costs while maintaining
ient privacy.
>AA-AS became law in 1996, and now the clock is ticking. The first
erally mandated changes must be in place by October 2002. They
olve creating a standard system for the electronic transmission of
a and ensuring the security and privacy of that data.
� list of steps for BCBSF to become HIPAA compliant is long, and -vvill
ch all departments from claims processing systems to facilities to
�rations. It will require developing and implementing new processes,
mging all electronic transactions and changing the way we service
· members and providers.
1is is a change in the way we do business," says Wayne Gash,
,gram director and issue owner. Gash heads a special HIPAA-AS
,ject Team that has been established to address all HIPAA-related
;iness issues. The team has completed its assessment of current
�rations and is heading into the design and planning phase.

1e assessment and analysis phase identified areas we need to address
tchieve compliance. The plan and design phase will identify what we
�d to do, and how we'll need to do it," says Gash. "Literally, everybody
.he organization is going to be impacted in some way," says Joe
res, HIPAA-AS project lead.

11 Have itYourWay

Companies that pay attention to customer preferences will have a
significant competitive advantage. BCBSF is taking that to heart in its
new Distribution Strategy, which allows members to interact with us in
ways that are most convenient to them.
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16 Daily Living with Diabetes

HIPAA-AS: Taming the Beast

HIPAA-AS is charging through the
health care industry and creating a
hippo-sized challenge for BCBSF.
Can we tame the beast?
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida's promise to provide caring
solutions will touch more
Floridians than ever before thanks
to our new non-profit charitable
foundation.
Our health services also help our
very own. This issue's employee
success story features Deborah
Thompson, who is living a full and
active life with help from our
Diabetes Care Management
Program.

Making all the federally mandated
changes with minimum business
disruption is the HIPAA Project
Team's key focus. "We're trying to
take one pass through the
organization for our initial
assessment. Since Transactions,
Code and Identifiers are so
interrelated, it makes sense to try
to ask one set of questions about
these business process components
together. However as individual
issues arise with each of these
components, they will be addressed
separately," says Gash.
As the new regulations go into
effect, there will be an adjustment
period for everyone. "Our
customer service people are going
to be dealing with a very complex
set of codes that they are not used
to, and our providers are not used
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Diabetes
and the doctors thought the disease
had just taken over. I had sudden,
unexplainable, uncontrollable
diabetes. Various treatments
weren't working and at that point, I
just gave up," says Thompson.
Hurricanes, fires,
power outa�es and
sno'!"St9»"S are just a
few . of:ffte situations members of the company's Enterprise Operations
Center (EOC) deal with in addition to their regular job responsibilities.
The EOC, headed by John Phelps, director of Risk Management, is
responsible for helping the company resume "business as usual" status
in the face of disaster.

"The EOC is the decision-making team that addresses business
interruptions associated with unplanned, adverse conditions, such as a
f1re, tornado or chemical spill. The Learn is a critical part of the company's
overall Business Continuity Plan," explains Phelps. The company's
Business Continuity Plan is far-reaching, and touches almost every
department at BCBSF in some way. It focuses on continuing our most
critical business functions during an adverse condition.
"This is a significant change from our former Business Recovery Plan,
which focused on recovering from an adverse condition. Business
continuity planning is based on the fact that our members expect our
services rain or shine," says Phelps. All departments are encouraged to
develop their own Business Continuity Plans.
Business continuity planning has become a best practice among large
corporations, especially those with direct customer contact. "A Business
Continuity Plan is just plain good business practice," says Phelps. "It
builds greater dependability into our services and reinforces our brand. If
our members know that we can continue to serve them no matter what,
that provides a competitive advantage as well." Statistically, 50 percent of
all businesses that close for a severe adverse event never reopen,
underscoring the importance of continuity planning. Among those
companies that do reopen, 15 percent don't survive for more than a year.
BCBSF's plan focuses on continuing critical business operations to the
maximum extent within reason. "There are some business functions,

4
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such as member eligibility and
payroll, that have a very small
window of downtime before the
effecls become catastrophic Lo the
company,:' explains Phelps. "And,
as we move toward becoming more
of an e-business organization, the
window becomes smaller because
our members expect us to be there
any time of the day or night, 365
days a year." Each critical business
function has been mapped to one
or more supporting departments,
3 1 of which have developed their
own Business Continuity Plans.
When an adverse condition can
not be remedied through normal
procedures, the EOC steps in.
Already this year, the EOC has
been activated four times. Three
times were due to snowstorms
in Meriden, Conn., where the
company has a First Coast Service
Options office. The other adverse
condition involved a water main
break in Jacksonville, which
affected buildings at our
Deerwood Campus Complex.
When activated, the EOC team
meets to evaluate the situation,
determine alternative measures
necessary to resolve it and then
implements actions to continue
critical business functions. The goal

'Tm in control of my disease and
my life." - Deborah Thompson

diabetic is sensible-low in fat,
moderate protein, with some
starches. Being active through
regular, moderate exercise helps
cells take in the blood sugar. Weight
loss, even 10 or 20 pounds, helps the
body use insulin more productively.
Blood sugar checks are important
because they monitor how well the
treatment plan is working.
Thompson is very aware of the need
for preventive care management.
"Both of my parents and some of
my siblings have diabetes. My
parents, especially my mother,
have complications from the
disease," she says. Complications
from diabetes are very serious and
can include damage to the eyes,
kidneys, nerves and heart. In
addition, cells deprived of glucose
may be starved for energy. "In
1995, my blood sugar levels sky
rocketed, my vision changed and
my kidneys began malfunctioning. I
could see complications developing

Meanwhile, BCBSF was developing
the BluePrint for Health-Diabetes
Program and mailing educational
materials to Thompson and others
identified with diabetes on a regular
basis. Identification came, and
continues to come through, claims
from providers, physician calls,
customer service representatives,
nurses doing on-site reviews and
other means. High-risk members
receive additional education and,
sometimes, even one-on-one
counseling.
In 1998, Logston noticed Thompson
had suspended treatment, so she
called and encouraged her to try
again. Thompson returned to her
physician and began treatment
using an insulin pump. "Karla was
very supportive. She showed me a
video about how to use the pump.
She explained my insurance
benefits and she even provided a
list of suppliers who would

direct-bill BCBSF, saving me
out-of-pocket expenses. More
importantly, she encouraged r.
and supported me during a dif1
time," says Thompson.
All Health Options members a
their insured family members
diagnosed with diabetes are
enrolled in the program. Initia
a member receives an introdui
packet, which includes an offe
a complimentary glucose mett
and an explanation of benefits
They are encouraged to have
retinal eye exam and are remi
to schedule an HbA1c exam (a
that gives an average of all blc
sugars) if they haven't had orn
the previous six months.

"Dealing with diabetes was
overwhelming for me. I felt aL
alone and out of control,"
Thompson says. "Today, I'm al
to care for my family and mai1
my job, while successfully
managing my disease. lL hasn'
taken over. Instead, thanks to
efforts of Karla and the Dia.bet
Care Management Program,
I'm in control of my disease a1
my life." Cl,

''Today, I'm able to care for my family a
maintain my job, while successfully
managing my disease."

perspectives · st

J aily Living with
)ORDINATED CARE REDUCES COMPLICATIONS
)orah Thompson, a quality analyst with BCBSF's National Business Unit,
, lived with diabetes for the past 15 years . She's had a rough and tumble
d, with good days and difficult ones. Recently, she's been able to better
nage her disease due to BCBSF's Diabetes Care Management Program.

vas pregnant with my first child when my diabetes was detected. Seven
rs later, during my second pregnancy, the disease was fully developed
the end of my first trimester," Thompson says. "I was referred to a

high-risk obstetrician for monitoring
and started insulin treatments in
my fifth month." After delivery,
Thompson's blood sugar levels
stabilized for two more years.
Diabetes is when glucose (blood
sugar) builds up in the blood
instead of entering the cells.
Insulin helps deliver the glucose
into the cells. In Type 2 diabetes Thompson's type, either the body
doesn't produce sufficient amounts
of insulin or the cells ignore the
body's insulin.
Without a cure for diabetes,
proper care management is very
important to improving quality of
life. That's where Karla Logston, a
BCBSF Care Coordinator, steps in.
As a registered nurse, she provides
education to physicians and
members enrolled in the Health
Options benefit.
"Through education, this program
assists employees and members in
reducing complications by keeping
their blood sugar under control
and getting appropriate care,"
explains Logston. Care management
emphasizes preventive care.
According to the ADA, the body's
use of insulin can be improved
with meal planning, exercise,
weight loss and regular blood
sugar checks. A healthy diet for a

is to stabilize the effects from the
event in the shortest time possible.
"The most expensive time of an
adverse event is immediately after it
happens. That is why decisions must
be made quickly," explains Phelps.
The team is authorized to make
decisions regarding infrastructure
issues such as telecommunications
and facilities. It can also quickly
escalate decisions concerning
business closures and large,
unanticipated- expenditures to
senior management, if necessary.
"The EOC brings together a group of
people who are experts in their field
and provides them an opportunity to
resolve problems in an efficient and
timely manner," says Mike Jones,
director of Corporate Services, who
has been a team member from the
beginning. "It eliminates the need of
having to spend time assembling a
team when a crisis occurs."
The EOC was officially formed in
mid-1999, as the company prepared
for Y2K. Its main location is in
Jacksonville at DCC , conference
room 107B. Although the room
looks like a normal conference
room, during an adverse event,
it can be transformed into a
command center with laptop
computers, a printer, a satellite
phone, cable TV and emergency
supplies. Special conference call
capabilities are part of the EOC
allowing members to attend
meetings from anywhere. A
back-up EOC site is located at
the Riverside Office Complex,
also in Jacksonville.
Up-to-the-minute weather
information is provided through a
special contract with WeatherData.
This information is posted on the
Risk Management intranet website.

There are 14 members, representing
key areas of the company, such as
IT/CD, Human Services Group,
Facilities, Public Relations &
Corporate Communications and
the GBUs, who make up the EOC.
All members, or their back-ups, are
required to be accessible at all
times in the event of an emergency.
Conference calls are used for
meetings that are held during non
business hours, as often happens
in a crisis situation. "It's not unusual
to be on an EOC conference call
at 10 p.m., at 7 a.m. or,on the
weekend, especially during
hurricane season," says Jones.
Hurricane season - June through
November - is the busiest time
of the year for the EOC team. In
2000, the EOC successfully man
aged preparation for 14 storms,
eight of which were hurricanes.
Storms are monitored through
our WeatherData service and
the EOC is activated if a storm
is moving in a direction that
could affect our employees or
business locations.
"When it comes to recovering a
business, you have to understand
the needs of the people first,
then you can start to stabilize
processes," says Phelps. He
recalls the "lessons learned"
from Hurricane Andrew, the
most serious hurricane event in
his 11 years with the company.
"We learned how important it is
to address the personal suffering
of our employees first," explains
Phelps. "While we know we can't
address all our employees' needs
at such a Lime, we also know that
we can't stabilize business
processes when our people are on
the curb outside what used to be

their home." Today, the EOC
always considers the human ele
ment first.
To keep employees informed of
adverse conditions, the company
developed the Employee
Information Line, which can handle
up to 200 calls at once. Updates,
such as information about office
closings and reopenings, are
provided at least twice a day until
the situation is resolved. You can
reach the information line by
calling 1 -800-79 1-6062 . Information
about hurricane preparation,
evacuation, shelters and other
useful in formation is available
through the Risk Management
website on the intranet. {l
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There are approximately 2,600 service associates who answer phones,
process written inquiries and serve as the first touch point for many
BCBSF members. Regardless of position in the company, when a member
or provider calls for assistance, it is the service associate who begins the
process. Perspectives recently spent the day with three service associates:
Terri Carter from the Publix Dedicated Service Unit; Washington Horne
from the Federal Employees' Program; and Rachel Bechtel from the
Medicare & More and Health Options Customer Service.
Helping Members is a Pleasure

Terri Carter serves as a service associate in the Publix Dedicated Service
Unit, which is committed to serving the employees of Publix grocery
stores. Carter takes the promise of BCBSF to Hs customers personally.
''While taking calls from our members, I try to put myself in their position
and think about how l'd like to be treated," she says. It's a technique that
has served her well during her 1 8-month tenure with BCBSF. Carter says
she takes about 55 calls a day and processes written requests while not
assisting customers. "Some customers are etched in your mind," she
says. "It gives me a great deal of satisfaction when I can truly help
somebody resolve their claims."
Carter relays the story of a member who said she was not going to be
very nice because she'd already called with the same problem twice
before. Carter says, "Through a variety of techniques I've learned such
as calming techniques to put the member at ease, I was able to satisfy
the member's needs and diffuse what could have been a very nasty call."

perspectives

"For example, in South Florida the
need may be for health care
education among the Hispanic
population," she says. "Or, people in
rural areas in the panhandle and
southwest Florida may need access
to health care services. As a compa
ny, we want to be able to reach out
and meet the various needs of
people throughout the slate, and the
foundation provides that for us."

Each year, the foundation ·wi .11
distribute $1 million in grants
ranging from $5,000 Lo $150,01
Towler says the grants may be
one-time or multi-year grants
depending on the request and
proven need. Normally, grant
distribution will be twice a ye,
however, because the foundat:
is gearing up its operations, th
year grants ·will be distributed
once, Towler says. The founda
board expects to receive
applications in August and to
begin the review and decision
process and distribute grants
by October.

The foundation provides a new
dimension to our already
established community giving
activities, which include the
United Way campaign, Blue
Community Champions, Enterprise
Community Relations and GBU
Community Relations. These
existing capabilities are tied to the
markets where we have a strong
local presence or employee
involvement. The foundation is a
separate and distinct capability to
give back to our communities.

"If employees know of
organizations that fit our missic
they should contact me (ext.
56803) so we can send their
organizations an application,"
says. "This is an exciting time
the foundation. We anticipate c
of interest and response based
the research and feedback we'
received from charities througl
the state. Our contributions wi
definitely make an impact to
those served by the non-profit
community." �

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida's promise to provide caring solutions
will touch more Floridians than ever before thanks to our new non-profit
charitable foundation. The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida, Inc.,
established earlier this year, will provide approximately $1 million in grants
each year to programs of qualifying non-profit organizations.

A Day in the Life of a Customer Service Associate
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The result was a happy BCBSF
member. In fact, she even made a
follow-up can to ensure the problem
was corrected, further emphasizing
our company's promise.
Another instance i nvolved a
woman whose claim had not been
approved. Carter researched the
claim, made inquiry phone calls and
provided the appropriate response
to the member. Although the
member was not delighted with the
results, what was impressive was
the method of delivery Carter used
in relaying the information. She
was patient, helpful, sympathetic
and displayed immense tact in
delivering the news. Witnessing
Carter perform her duties makes
one keenly aware of the dedication
and caring that BCBSF's service
associates display each day.
Patty Cole, a service manager in
Carter's unit, is pleased about the
systems in place to mitigate the

The foundation will fund programs
that have a positive impact on the
health and well being of the
uninsured and underserved
populations through health
education; research and public
policy projects; health care
services; health care awareness
and training programs; and
workforce preparation initiatives.
The following are just some
examples of the types of activities
that would be e]igible for funding:
education on health care coverage
options for uninsured children,
teen non-smoking programs;
community health clinics, mobile
health services and youth
development and elderly programs.
Programs for the underserved
could include mobile services for
rural counties or health care
educational materials for
low-income workers.
Executive Director Susan Towler
says the foundation grants will
allow BCBSF the flexibility to
address the real needs in
communities across Lhe slate, even
in those areas where BCBSF has
no operational presence.

In addition, while corporate
contributions from BCBSF are tied
to business results, the foundation
will be able to provide greater help
in the long run because its funding
is separate. BCBSF created the
foundation ·with an initial $4.5
million endowment.

perspectives
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THE FOUNDATION'S GR ANT PR OCESS:

1 . An employee grant review team
will examine all the applications and
forward its choices to the foundation
board's grant review committee.
(The foundation board is selecting 12
associates and four alternates from
varying locations and positions
throughout the enterprise based on
their desire lo serve and community
involvement for the employee grant
review team.)
2 . The board's grant review commitlee
will review the applications and present
its recommendation to the board.

11

While taking calls . . . I try to put
myself in their position and think
ho� I'd like to be treated:'
- Terri Carter

Terri Carter

3. The foundation board will make the
fmal decision on grants.
FOUNDATION BOAR D

The initial board members of
The Blue Foundati on for a Healthy
Florida are:
• Bruce N. Bagni, General Counsel
• Randy Kammer,
Regulatory and Public Affairs
• Patrick McCabe, Public Affairs
• Deanna McDonald,
Financial Accounting and Controls
• Rhonda Medows, M.D.,
Marketing and Heallh Care Programs
• Susan Wildes, Public Affairs

questions coming from Publix
employees. "Our job," says Cole, "is
to answer members' questions in an
efficient and accw·ate manner." To
that end, the Publix Performance
Management System (PPMS) was
developed . PPMS encourages
service associates to proactively
search for solutions to member
concerns. "The heart of PPMS," says
Diane Kelley, director, National
Major Accounts Operations,

"is getting information right the
first time." Kelley, a 20-year veteran
of BCBSF, is responsibile for a
number of major accounts including
Bank of America, BellSouth, Publix,
Staff Leasing and WalMart.
In fact, the success of the program,
as demonstrated only a few months
following its implementation, has
resulted in nearly a 5 percent
reduction in rejected claims (a

source of frustration for members),
an 8 percent reduction in written
inquiries and a 12 percent reduction
in the average volume of status
inquiries. "If service associates
notice a missing or incorrect piece
of information in the file, they are
expected to correct the error, thus
speeding the claims process and
perh aps avoiding rejection," adds
Cole, a 26-year veteran of
customer service.

perspectives
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1 especially enJOY working with our

Medicare & More members because I can
make a difference in their daily lives."
- Rachel Bechtel

Ta k i n g E x t r a S t e p s t o H e l p S e n i o r s

Rachel Bechtel has been a service associate in the Medicare & More
and Employee Group area since J anuary 2000. "Every day, I learn
something new," says Bechtel. On a typical day, she'll handle more
than 50 calls and process approximately 40 written requests. In this
area, service associates are required to be available for 345 minutes
each day to handle inquiries. They are authorized 15 minutes per hour
auxiliary ("aux") time. This time allows them to do further research on
difficult problems or take a break.
The Medicare & More market, by virtue of its customer base, represents
an older population. Bechtel reports members are occasionally unsure
of the terms of their health care coverage. This confusion is partialJ y
because Medicare & More members have opted to forego traditional
Medicare in favor of the HMO-style of health care. Bechtel says it is
clear that members appreciate the extra steps she takes to handle
their questions.
"I take great care in serving our
members by researching what was
authorized, what was done and how
the claim was processed," says Bechtel.
"I especially enjoy working with our
Medicare & More members because I
can make a difference in their daily
lives. Sometimes additional
explanations are required to help

�
"I feel a sense of accomplishment when
I am able to educate our members
concerning proper procedures."
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" It gives me a great deal of
satisfaction when I can truly help
someone resolve their claims."
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callers understand benefits, and in
many cases it is even necessary to
contact their physician or billing
facililies lo resolve pending issues."
On several occasions, Bechtel has
placed members on hold so that
she could call a doctor's office to
discover what was requested versus
what was authorized. "Frequently,"
says Bechtel, ''vvhen authorizations
are obtained for an office visit, the
doctor's staff fails to advise the
medical department that injections
will be administered. Since
injections require pre-certification,
the injection must be listed
separately on the authorization. If
improperly listed, the claim will
reject when it is filed.
"Our members aren't aware of
many of these requirements, and I
feel a sense of accomplishment
when I am able to educate our
providers and members concerning
proper procedures." In many
instances, Bechlel's "behind Lhe
scenes" work with the providers is
unknown to our members. They
simply know that BCBSF paid their
claim, again, emphasizing our
promise. As one observes Bechtel
answering the phones - fingers
flying over the keyboard to pull up
the correct screens - providing
clear concise information to her
callers, it is clear she is a dedicated
customer service professional.

NEW ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES
A - ·o PPO: .......... E

To support the changes in how we
deliver our products, the roles and
responsibilities of the people who
sell our products are undergoing a
transformation.
The way the company interacts
with its 3,500 agents is changing.
"We want our agents to be more
like partners rather than
distributors," explains Reggie
Rogers, director of Corporate Sales.
''We intend to enhance our
communication, training and sales
assistance capabilities with agents
in an effort to increase sales and
retention." At the same time, agents
will have more opportunilies lo
earn additional commission and
bonuses based on retention,
profitability and cross-selling other
BCBSF products.
The internal sales staff is
experiencing changes, as well. "We
are changing the way our sales force
is structured and the way we reward
our salespeople to better reflect the
new roles we are asking them to
perform," says Rogers. "Ow· new
incentive programs are much more
focused to create behaviors in line
with our corporate strategies and
objectives - profilabilily, growlh
and customer satisfaction.
Performance expectations are
higher, and top performers will
benefit greatly."

11

1f the market is cha n g i n g around
we stand still, what would that say ab

viabuHty of our compa

reward top levels of performance."
In the North GBU, Glenn Baker
reports a similar sentiment. " We
are implementing dramatic
change and it's human nature to
have concerns," he says. "But if we
can accomplish Lhis, il will really
set us apart from the competition."

CHANGE CAN WORK
N OUR FAHOR

Creating an environment where
customers can purchase products
in the manner they prefer is a
strategic advantage, but it's
difficult to achieve.

"Achieving a multi-channel,
integrated network requires c
of change and that can be
difficult," explains Hu11. "If w,
can do this successfully, it wil
help us become a more viablt
organization in the long run.
would lead to more jobs and
more opportunities."
In today's environment of
consumerism, Hull says we h,
more to lose by standing still
we do by changing. "If the me
is changing around us and W(
stand still, what would that Sa)
about lhe viability of om comp

Joel Suarez, vice president of sales
in the South GBU, says that while
the advantages of the strategy are
evident, the changes are not easy
for the sales force. "Some people
are really excited, and others are
wondering how the changes will
affect them personally. But everyone
can see the changes will better

SL

1gh the company has used
)le channels to pursue
duals, BCBSF has
.onally relied on its internal
staff and agents to sell our
products. VVhile agents
lles reps will continue to be
or component, the new
gy introduces new sales
tels, such as the internet,
stronger reliance on
·utilized channels, such as
mail and telemarketing. It
wolves integrating all of
channels Lhrough a common
tructure, called "Channel
iation," that would enable the
::my to "follow" a customer
�h the sales process and
; channels.
�xample, a person using the
tel may get to a point in the
tction where he or she wants
( to a live person," says Hull.
.re working to develop the
,ility to share customer input
!en channels in a seamless
o the customer doesn't
to begin Lhe transaction all
1gain."

Luna. "We found there was a
disparity between how customers
wanted to buy from us and how we
were selling." Benchmarking best
practices at other organizations
was also part of the research.
"From there, we were able to
identify certain themes, things that
were relevant to the people who
were making the choice of
whether or not to buy from us."
One trend that emerged was the
willingness to purchase products
online. BCBSF recently launched
web sales capabilities that allow
us to offer individual products
online, with groups to follow. At
the same time, the company
launched the sale of our products
through eHealthlnsurance.com, an
online insurance broker.
In addition to developing web-based
capabilities, the company is
also expanding its direct mail
capability. Telemarketing's role in
the sales organization will be
broadened, with expanded hours and
the capability to do "conservation"
activities in addition Lo new group

Sence, we are chang ing the

go to market to reflect
ion of becom ing a more
mer-centric organization."
I NG O U R KNOWLEDGE OF

1f the keys to developing a
bution Strategy is research.
vanted to understand the
of satisfaction members have
.he sales experience," says
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sales and renewals. Aimed at
retention, conservation activities
include making follow-up calls to
members to inquire about their
level of satisfaction. "Sometimes
groups and individual members
leave us and we don't know why,

all we know is Lhat they are leaving.
This would enable us to see some
initial trends so we can retain
current members' business,"
explains Luna.
Information from customer
interactions will be captured and
utilized more effectively than in the
past. "Historically, when we
interacted with customers, we've
focused on processing the request
without using the richness of that
information to help drive where
we want to go," explains Hull.
"That's how a company becomes
consumer-centric. By harnessing
customer information and using it to
improve performance."
A MORE E FFICIENT WAY TO SELL

There's more to the Distribution
Strategy than just providing
multiple channels. "We are
working to understand the value of
each channel so we can develop
the appropriate pricing for each
one. Every channel has clifferent
levels of service, and they all have
different costs to the company,"
says Luna. For example, as a
delivery channel, telemarketing
costs less than face-to-face sales.
Some customers may prefer the
convenience of telemarketing,
while others prefer dealing with
a sales person directly.
By providing members with
low-cost delivery channels, the
company hopes to reduce its
acquisition cosls - the amount
it costs to obtain a member's
business. "We want to expand our
mail, internet and telemarketing
channels to meet the needs of
members who prefer to interact
with us through those channels,"
says H ull.

"Our customers call with a problem or
question, it's my job to help them understand
what was done and why." - Washington Horne
Bechlel's immediate supervisor,
Kenny Crews, a six-and-one-half
year BCBSF employee and Health
Options Service Manager, is proud
of his team. Currently, the group is
experiencing a migration to the
Virtual Office (VO) area. There are
17 positions yet to migrate to the
new unit. Beyond handling a
number of Medicare & More
related calls, this area is also the
frontline for taking calls from
BCBSF employees.
"The Employee Group presents
interesting challenges," says
Crews. "Our employees are very
knowledgeable regarding their
health coverage. The service
associale musl be equally
knowledgeable in explaining
benefits, especially when an
employee has a misconception
about their coverage. It's sometimes
difficult for our foll{s to 'turn them
around' when they've misunderstood
their benefits. To this unit's credit,
they do a great j ob explaining our
various coverages." Crews
conlinues, "The employee group

wants to do a good job for their
fellow employees. They make every
effort to be courteous and accurate
during their phone calls."
S e rv i n g M e m b e r s i n a
P rofess i o n a l , E a s y- g o i n g Way
Washington Horne, an eight-year
veleran of BCBS:F, is a service
associate handling a variety of
calls each day from the Federal
Employees Program (FEP). Horne
prides himself on his ability to
diffuse tense situations. His calm,
easy-going phone manner is testi
mony to this trait. From his pleasant
greeling lo Lhe cuslomer lo his
efficient handling of the situation
and final, "is there anything else
I can do for you today" question,
Horne acts in a professional manner.
"Our customers call with a problem
or question, it's my job to help
them understand what was done
and why," says H orne.
Another impressive aspect of this
service associate is the amazing
recall he possesses when it comes
to codes. Several aspects of the

service associate position involve
knowing Lhe right codes to plug in
as the call is processed. Horne likes
the fact that even though the job is
repetitious in nature, it's never the
same. "Each member's problem is
unique to them and they don't care
how many times I've handled the
same problem today, they want and
deserve individual attention. I don't
get bored witl1 my job and enjoy
helping people," adds Horne.
Joanna Graham is Horne's
supervisor and a service manager
for FEP. Graham, a 10-year veteran
of BCBSF has spenl her entire
career in FEP, five years as a service
associate, three years as a team
leader and the past two in her
c urrent position. She feels the goals
set for the team members are
attainable, yet challenging. In
addition to answering phones,
service associates in this area are
expected to process a minimum of
10 written files per day and keep
up with any "still pending" actions.
f
Graham's area is staf ed with 18 to
20 team members.
conti n ued o n n ext page
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During the final tvvo weeks of an
intensive eight-week training
curriculum, associates assigned to
the FEP unit begin taking calls on
a limited, 100 percent audited
basis. Early on, they only take calls
for two to four hours a day.
Graham points oul Lhese two to
four hours of actual calls are to
allow adequate feedback and
proper training prior Lo "hilling
the floor running ." "Once they
graduate from the training, they
are pretty much on the phones
fr om day one," says Graham.
The three full-time service
associates profiled in this article
represent the 2,600 who answer
our phones each day. Their
dedication to serving Olli' members
with honest, accurate information
is laudable and commendable. It
takes a number of people to
develop this talent including
inibal screenings fr om human
services, expert training, patience

Our success has and will continue to
rely on our most important asset . . .

our employees.

and understanding from auditors and service managers, and a desire to
assist our members from the service associates. This past spring, Barbara
Benevento, senior vice president of Health Business Operations, and Pete
Burchett, senior vice president of Private Business Operations, and
respective division leaders celebrated our service associates during a five
day event.
''You are what makes our customers stay with us," said Benevento. ''You
demonstrate BCBSF's warmth, willingness to act and integrity. Operations
is the heart of our company, and we [ BCBSFJ count on you to ensure high
quality customer service. We are committed to our customers and dedicated
to the 3.3 million Floridians we touch d aily." Burchett shared that we would
face new challenges in the futtffe, and that our success has and will continue
to rely on our most important asset. . . our employees. "Of all the BCBS plans
in the Association, BCBSF is number one where members are most likely to
renew," said Burchett. "And, we are number one by 14 percent over our
Florida competitors." No doubt, the dedication of our service associates is
one reason we remain at the top. �

SALES TO FOCUS ON CUSTOMER BUYING PREFERENCI
Today's marketplace is evidence that how you sell is just as important as
what you sell. Take Amazon.com, for example. By creating a virtual
bookstore on the internet, Amazon was able to surpass its competitors'
sales in just three years. According to the book Channel Advantage, top
companies differentiate themselves in the way they serve their customers
instead of differentiation through products.

At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, superior products are still a top
priority, but according to Armando Luna, vice president of Corporate
Marketing and Sales, BCBSF is taking a hard look at the various channels
we use to sell our products.
"In essence, we are changing Lhe way we go lo market Lo reflect our
vision of becoming a more customer-centric organization," explains Luna.
"That implies we need to understand the bu ying preferences of our
customers and be able lo provide them with access lo the right distribution

channels based on their
preferences." The company's .
Distribution Strategy is design
to do just that, and more.
"A multi-channel, integrated
distribution capability can be ,
tremendous strategic advanta1
but very few companies can e·
get there," explains Jean Hull:
vice president of the Individm
f
Consumer Business Unit ( ICf
"There is a natural tendency f
sales chan nels to compete agair
each other, so most companies on a limited number of channel
continued on 1
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A Message from Our President
and CEO

•

Brand Observer
Did you know that . . .

• . . . Coca-Cola was d eve loped i n a
brass pot i n 1 886, a n d is now sold
i n 200 cou ntri e s ? Coca-Cola has the
most recog n ized a n d a d m i red
trademark a ro u nd the g lobe, not
o n ly beca u se of the pop u l a rity of its
products, but a lso beca use the
compa ny a nd its Fou ndation a re
com m itted to i m p rovi ng the l ives
of others a ro u n d the worl d .
Assista nce is p rovided t o a va riety
of civic a n d com m u n ity p rog rams,
such as the N ationa l U rba n
League, the American Red C ross
and B ig B rothers B ig S i sters .
College funds a re provided to 1 50
h i g h school seniors who show
g reat promise as students a nd
leaders. And, s u p port is g iven to
thousands of p rog ra ms and
non-profit g roups i n the loca l
com m u n ities Coca-Cola serves.
Cheers to you Coca-Cola for
"having a t h i rst to make a
d iffe rence . "

Summer 200 1

www.the coca- colacompany.com

• . . . To com bat ma rket encroachment
from the i r competitors, Weste rn
U n ion decided good wi l l a nd B ra nd
recog n ition were the keys to
m a i nta i n their lea d i n g edge i n the
money tra n sfer busi ness.
AdweekOnline@www.adweek. com/features/
brandweek/brandweek. asp, 9/1 6/00

H ave a Promise s uccess story, B ra n d
resea rch or a l ittle-known fact a bo ut
a nother B ra nd you ' d l i ke to s h a re ?
Please contact Kel ly Morton (5-5270)
to s h a re you r ideas for Brand
Matters, an Advertising and Market
Communications publication.

Brand Matters. Why ? B eca use it is
our B ra nd that defi nes who we a re .
O u r B ra nd represents the company i n
its e nti rety : o u r prod ucts a nd servic
es, the q u a l ity of those prod ucts a n d
services, a n d t h e experience people
have whe never a nd howeve r they
come i nto contact with o u r com pany.
B ra n d is the Prom ise we ma ke to o u r
m e m be rs .

T h e envi ro n m e nt i n w h i c h w e oper
ate is competitive a nd dyna m i c.
S u ccessfu l com panies know the
va l ue that a B ra nd plays i n the m a r
ketplace, a n d they work h a rd to p ro
tect it. B l ue C ross and B l ue S h ie l d of
Florida has a strong B ra nd worthy of
protecting .
The best way to ma i nta i n - a n d
e n h a nce - o u r B ra n d strength is to
hold true to o u r va l ues a n d del iver on
our Promise . This needs to be an
everyday com m itment, not a one
time event. Every phone ca l l , every
decision, every encounter with o u r
mem bers, p roviders, agents, pa rtners
a nd oth e rs m ust reflect positively on
our company. It m ust put action
behind the words we say and the
prom ises we make. That means
eve ry e m pl oyee - i n c l u d i n g me a nd
you - has a n i m porta nt role to p lay i n
b u i l d i n g t h e va l u e o u r B rand brings to
the ma rketplace .

Sta rting rig ht now, with the next
phone ca l l , the next c l a i m p rocessed,
the next product d eve loped, the next
member e n rol l ed , a n d the next joint
ventu re or a l l ia nce formed, we ca n
breathe l ife i nto o u r Pro m i s e . We
can l et o u r m e m be rs see the
wa rmth, action a nd i nteg rity i n a l l that
we do; let them know they a re o u r
reason f o r be i n g ; a n d l et t h e m see
we a re dedicated to p rovid i n g ca ring
sol utions .
Th is is the opport u n ity we have to
d ifferentiate ou rselves in a d iverse
ma rketplace . I look forwa rd to
working with you as we let others
know that Brand Matters - especia l ly
when that B ra n d is B l u e C ross a nd
B l ue S h i e l d of F lorida !
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S i ncerely,

M ichael Cascone, J r.
President & C E O

+.,

BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
An lndependen1 Licensee of the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
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Bra n d i n Action

Ove r the last yea r, g reat strides have
been made in re-e nerg i z i n g o u r
B ra n d . O u r i nternal com m u n ications
ca mpaign i ntrod uced our Pro m i se to
a l l e m p l oyees. Our externa l image
ca mpaign touched o u r fel l ow
F loridia n s . O u r i m plementation of
prod uct a n d service na m i ng maxi
m ized our " B l ue" B ra nd , and i m p l e
mentation of o u r Corporate I d e ntity
System touched p roduct col l atera l
a n d television adverti s i n g . W e have
com m u nicated o u r B ra nd Strategy
and Promise in look a nd in ton e .
W e have received positive feedbac k
a n d have s e e n positive res u lts o n o u r
col lective efforts. You were a pprecia
tive of the wa l l et card that has put
our E nterprise Vision, Va l ues and
Pro m i se l ite ra l ly at yo u r fingertips .
You ' re referri ng to the Signature
G u ide (ava i lable on the I ntra net a nd
thro u g h Materia l s Management) to
correctly use o u r sig natu re i n you r
written com m u n ications. Th is is so
i m porta nt when you consider that o u r
n a m e a n d the B l ue C ross a n d B l ue
S h ie l d a re the e m b l e m s that
d isti n g u i s h our level of comm itment
a n d experience from o u r com petitors .
You r success stories of d e l ivering o n
o u r Prom ise show t h a t y o u not o n ly
g rasp what o u r Prom ise mea ns, but
that you r actions reflect it and you a re
l ivi ng it everyday. Tha n k you ! With
you r h e l p, we a re b u i l d i n g a B ra nd
based busi ness for the benefit of o u r
m e m be rs .

Brand personal ity reflected with
new "e-look."

The B ra n d M a nagement Tea m has
partne red with I nformation
Tech nology ( I T) to refl ect our B ra n d
on o u r Corporate I nte rnet S ite .

" We 've vastly i m p roved o u r website,
both vis ua l ly - with i m a g e ry, colors
a nd o u r corporate fonts -- a nd i n
navigation, wh ich is m uc h more
con s u m e r-ce ntric . The cha nges truly
reflect o u r B ra nd person a l ity, m a k i n g
the I nternet s ite one more c h a n n e l
ava i lable t o h e l p us fu lfi l l o u r
Prom ise, " s a i d S u s a n M c Kind les of
Adve rtising & M a rket Com m u n ica
tions . Terry Kue h l of IT a dded that,
"Although the technological adva nces
a re beh i n d the scenes, the website
user s h o u l d experience a m a rked
i m provement in navigati n g t h ro u g h
the s i t e w i t h s p e e d a n d ease . "
With Phase I work com p l ete, Phase
1 1 , wh ich i nvolves content additions
a nd changes that wi l l i ncorporate a
friendly tone, increased i nter-activity
a n d advanced sea rch cap a b i l ities, a nd
d eve lopment of site m a nagement
policies a nd processes, will beg i n .
" I t's i m porta nt t o remem ber that this
is a n ongoing p roject with conti n uo u s
i m provement opport u n ities, " said
M c Ki nd les. " As our B ra n d Strategy
and tec h nologica l capa b i l ities evolve,
so wi l l the I nternet site . "
Visit o u r newly u pdated s ite today at
www. bcbsfl .com to get a true pict u re
of o u r " B ra n d in Action . "

A name like no other.

N a m i n g a compa ny, p rod uct, service
or p u b l ication ? To e n s u re consisten
cy with B ra nd Strategy, a nd to fol l ow
i m porta nt steps that may be req u i red,
p l ease contact Ke l ly Morton of the
B ra nd M a nagement Tea m (5-5270) .
You ' l l receive a n a m i n g form that
a s ks for the necessa ry i nformation
to derive the most approp riate n a m e
for you r endeavor.
You may be i nte rested to know that
" B l ue" na mes m ust be s u b m itted to
the B l ue Cross and B l ue S h i e l d
Association for review and approva l .
Please a l low a t least three months
prior to you r i ntended use of the
n a m e to accom modate a trademark
sea rch, Legal Affa i rs review and
Association approva l .
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T h e face of Brand.

O u r Corporate Ide ntity System
i ncl udes e l e me nts that a re used
consistently t h roughout our adve rtise
me nts, col l atera l mate ria l s, p u bl i ca
tions a nd othe r com m u n ications.
O u r sig nature color, Pa ntone Process
B l ue®, o u r n a m e and the B l ue C ross
a nd B l ue S h i e l d , s h e l l p hotog ra phy,
and i mages of rea l people doing rea l ,
sponta n eous activities a re t h e m a i n
e l e ments that n ow p rovide a personi
fication of B l u e C ross and B l ue S h i e l d
o f Florida . Y o u s h o u ld n otice these
e lements be i n g i nteg rated throughout
o u r corporation statewid e . F rom
confe rence rooms to departmenta l
a reas, i mages a re be i n g h u n g to bring
the face of o u r B ra n d to us everyday.

A B ra n d pol icy i s being deve loped to
p rovide d i rection on the n a m i n g
p rocess, signat u re a nd Corporate
I de ntity Syste m usage, and p u b l i c
com m u n ications review. T h e B ra n d
M a nage ment Tea m wi l l work closely
with our partners i n Lega l Affa i rs to
e n s u re consistent com m u n ication
and d i rectio n .

b ra n d m atte rs

Sum

An enterprise-wide quarterly commun ication bringing y o � the

:I i n Actio n

Ove r the last yea r, g reat strides have
been made in re-e ne rgizing o u r
B ra n d . O u r i nterna l com m u n ications
ca m pa i g n i ntrod uced our Promise to
a l l e m ployees . O u r external image
ca mpaign touched o u r fel l ow
F lorid i a n s . O u r i m plem entation of
p rod uct a n d service n a m i ng maxi
m i zed o u r " B l ue" B ra nd , and i m ple
mentation of o u r Corporate I dentity
System touched p rod uct col latera l
a nd television adve rtis i n g . We have
com m u nicated o u r B ra nd Strategy
a nd Prom ise in l ook and in ton e .
W e have received pos itive feedback
a n d have seen positive res u lts on our
col lective efforts . You were apprecia
tive of the wa l let ca rd that has put
o u r E nterprise Vision, Va l ues and
Prom ise l itera l ly at you r fi ngertips .
You ' re referri ng to the Signature
G u ide (ava i la b l e on the I ntra net a n d
t h ro u g h M ateria l s M a nagement) to
correctly use o u r sig natu re in you r
written com m u n icatio n s . Th is is so
i m porta nt when you consider that o u r
n a m e a nd t h e B l ue C ross a nd B l ue
S h i e l d a re the e m blems that
disti n g u i s h our level of com m itment
a nd experie nce from our com petitors .
You r s uccess stories of d e l ivering on
o u r Promise show that you not on ly
g rasp what our Promise means, but
that you r actions refl ect it and you a re
l iving it eve ryday. Tha n k you I With
you r h e l p, we a re b u i l d i n g a B ra n d
based b u s i n ess for the benefit of o u r
membe rs .

Bra nd personality reflected with
new "e-look."

The B ra n d M a nagement Tea m has
partnered with I nformation
Tec h n ology ( IT) to reflect our B ra nd
on o u r Corporate I nternet Site .

" We've vastly i m p roved o u r website,
both visua l ly -- with imagery, colors
a n d o u r corporate fonts -- a n d i n
navigation, which is m uch more
con s u m e r-centric. The changes truly
reflect o u r B ra n d perso n a l ity, m a k i ng
the I nte rnet site one more c h a n n e l
ava i la b l e t o h e l p us f u lfi l l o u r
Pro m ise, " said Susan Mc K i n d l es of
Adve rtis i n g & M a rket Com m u nica
tio n s . Te rry Kue h l of IT added that,
"Altho u g h the tech nologica l adva nces
a re be h i n d the scenes, the webs ite
user s h o u l d experie nce a ma rked
i m p rove ment i n navigating thro u g h
the site w i t h s p e e d a nd ease . "
With Phase I work complete, Phase
1 1 , which i nvolves content add itions
and cha nges that will i n corporate a
fri e n d ly tone, i ncreased i nter-activity
a n d adva nced search capa bi l ities, a n d
deve lopm ent o f site ma nagement
policies and processes, wi l l begi n .
" It's i m porta nt t o remember that this
is a n ongoing p roject with conti n uo u s
i m p rovement opportu n ities, " s a i d
M c Ki nd l e s . " As o u r B ra n d Strategy
a nd tech nological ca pa b i l ities evolve,
so wi l l the I nternet site . "
Visit o u r newly u pdated site today at
www . bcbsf l . com to get a true pictu re
of o u r " B ra n d in Action . "

A n a m e l i ke no other.

N a m i n g a co m pa ny, p rod uct, service
or p u b l ication ? To e n s u re consisten
cy with B ra n d Strategy, a nd to fol low
i m porta nt steps that may be req u i red,
please conta ct Kelly Morton of the
B ra nd M a na g e ment Tea m (5-5270) .
You ' l l receive a n a m i n g form that
asks for the n ecessa ry i nformation
to de rive the most a ppropriate n a m e
f o r your e n d eavor.
You may be i nterested to know that
" B l ue" names m ust be s u bm itted to
the B l ue Cross and B l u e S h ie l d
Association for review a nd approva l .
Please a l low a t least three months
prior to you r i ntended use of the
name to accom m odate a trademark
sea rch , Legal Affa i rs review a nd
Association a pp rova l .

The face of Brand.

O u r Corporate Ide ntity System
incl udes e l e me nts that a re used
cons i stently t h ro ug hout our advertise
ments, col l atera l materia ls, p u b l i ca
tions a n d other com m u n ications .
O u r signature color, Pa ntone Process
B l ue®, our n a m e and the B l ue Cross
and B l ue S h i e l d , s h e l l photog ra phy,
and i mages of rea l people doing rea l ,
sponta neous a ctivities a re t h e m a i n
e l e m e nts t h a t now p rovide a perso n i
fication of B l ue Cross a nd B l ue S h ie l d
o f Florida . Y o u s h o u l d notice these
e l e m e nts being i nteg rated throughout
o u r corporation statewid e . F rom
conference rooms to depa rtmenta l
a reas, i mages a re being h u n g to bring
the face of o u r B ra nd to us everyday.

A B ra n d pol i cy is being deve loped to
provide d i rection on the n a m i n g
p rocess, sig natu re a nd Corporate
I dentity System usage, a n d p u b l ic
com m u n ications review. The B ra nd
M a nagement Tea m wi l l work closely
with our part n e rs i n Leg a l Affa i rs to
e n s u re consi stent com m u n ication
and d i rection .

b ra n d m atters
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An enterprise-wide q ua rterly com mun 1cat1on bring ng you the latest on brand

Bran d Research
an d Measures
Blue: The Brand of the industry.

Accord i n g to a nationa l ly represe nta
tive su rvey of 1 , 600 Ame rica ns con
ducted by I nter-S u rvey, I nc . , B l u e
C ross a n d B l ue S h ield is t h e n u m ber
one h ea lth i n s u ra nce B ra n d among
consu mers .

T h e su rvey res u lts reflect low con
s u m e r perceptions of the hea lth
i n s u ra nce i n d ustry as a whole.
H owever, perceptions of the B l ues
a re substa ntia l ly more favorable, com
m a n d i n g a 25 percentage-poi nt
adva ntage ove r the hea lth i n s u ra nce
industry.
Accord i n g to the B l ue Cross a n d B l ue
S h i e l d Association publ ication, Brand
Marketing and Comm unications
Upda te, 1 o u r B ra n d equ ity adva ntage

ca n be attri buted to su bsta ntia l l eads
over i ndivi d u a l competitors .
1 Brand Marketing and Communications Update,
The B l u e Cross and Blue Shield Association.
Oct 20. 2000.

·•

A Message from Our President
and CEO

•

Brand Observer
Did you know that. . .

• . . . Coca-Cola was developed i n a
brass pot i n 1 886, and is now sold
in 200 countries? Coca-Cola has the
most recog nized a n d a d m i red
trademark a ro u nd the globe, n ot
o n ly beca use of the popula rity of its
prod ucts, but a lso beca use the
compa ny a n d its Fou ndation a re
comm itted to i m p rovi ng the l ives
of others aro u nd the worl d .
Assista nce is provided t o a va riety
of civic and com m u n ity prog rams,
such as the Nationa l U rban
League, the American Red C ross
and B ig B rothers Big Sisters .
Col lege funds a re provided to 1 50
h i g h school sen iors who s how
g reat promise as students and
l eaders . And, su pport is g iven to
thousands of programs and
non-profit g roups i n the loca l
com m u n ities Coca-Cola serves.
Ch eers to you Coca-Cola for
" havi ng a t h i rst to make a
d iffere nce . "

Summer 200 1

www. the coca-colacompany.com

• . . . To com bat ma rket encroachment
from their com petitors, Western
U n ion decided good wi l l and B rand
recog n ition were the keys to
m a i nta i n their lead i n g edge in the
money tra n sfe r busi ness.
AdweekOnline@www.adweek. com/features/
brandweek/brandweek.asp, 9/7 6/00

Have a Prom ise success story, B ra n d
resea rch or a l ittle-known fact a bout
a nother B rand you 'd l i ke to share ?
Please contact Ke l ly Morton (5-5270)
to share you r ideas for Brand
Matters, an Advertising and Market
Communications publication .

Brand Matters. Why? B eca use it is
o u r B ra n d that defines who we a re .
O u r B ra n d represents the compa ny i n
its e nti rety: o u r prod ucts a n d servic
es, the qual ity of those prod ucts a nd
services, a n d the experience people
have whenever and however they
come i nto contact with o u r company.
B ra n d is the Promise we make to our
mem bers .

The environment i n which we oper
ate is com petitive a n d dyn a m ic .
Successf u l compa n i es know the
va l u e that a B rand plays i n the mar
ketplace, a n d they work h a rd to pro
tect it. B l u e Cross a n d B l ue S h ield of
Florida has a strong B rand worthy of
protecting .
The best way to m a i nta i n - a n d
e n h a n ce - o u r B ra n d stre ngth is to
hold true to our va l ues a n d del iver on
o u r Prom ise . This n eeds to be an
eve ryday com m itment, n ot a one
time event. Every phone ca l l , every
decision, eve ry encou nter with our
membe rs, providers, agents, partners
and others m u st reflect positive ly on
our company. It m u st put action
beh i nd the words we say and the
promises we ma ke . That mea ns
every e m ployee - i nc l u d i n g me a nd
you - has a n i m porta nt role to play i n
b u i l d i n g t h e va l u e o u r B ra n d bri ngs to
the ma rketplace .

Sta rti n g rig ht now, with th,
phone ca l l , the next claim
the next product deve lope1
member e n rol led, and the
venture or a l l ia nce formed,
breathe l ife i nto our Prom i!
ca n l et our members see t
wa rmth, action a n d i ntegri1
we do; let them know the)
reason for be i n g ; a n d l et tr
we a re ded icated to provid
sol utions .
1

Th is is the opportun ity we
differentiate ourselves i n a
ma rketplace . I l ook forwa r
working with you as we l ei
know that Brand Matters when that B ra n d is B l ue Cr
B l u e S h ield of Florida !
Si ncerely,

941-��/7

M ichael Cascone, J r .
President & C E O

+.V.

BlueCross
of Florida

An Independent Licensee of tt
Blue Cross and Blue Shield A!:

n g the final two weeks of an
1sive eight-week training
iculum, associates assigned to
mp unit begin taking calls on
1ited, 100 percent audited
, . Early on, they only take calls
wo to four hours a day.
iam points out these two to
hours of actual calls are to
v adequate feedback and
er training prior to "hitting
loor running." "Once they
uate from the training, they
Jretty much on the phones
1 day one," says Graham.
three full-time service
ciales profiled in Lhis article
esent the 2,600 who answer
Jhones each day. Their
cation to serving our members
honesL, accurale information
1dable and commendable. It
s a number of people to
lop this talent including
ll screenings from human
ces, expert training, patience

Our success has and will continue to
rely on our most important asset . . .

o u r employees.

and understanding from auditors and service managers, and a desire to
assist our members from the service associates. This past spring, Barbara
Benevento, senior vice president of Health Business Operations, and Pete
Burchett, senior vice president of Private Business Operations, and
respective division leaders celebrated our service associates during a five
day event.
''You are what makes our customers stay · with us," said Benevento. ''You
demonstrate BCBSF's warmth, willingness to acL and integrily. Operations
is the heart of our company, and we [BCBSF] count on you to ensure high
quality customer service. We are committed to our customers and dedicated
to the 3.3 million Floridians we touch daily." Burchett shared that we would
face new challenges in Lhe fuLure, and that our success has and will continue
to rely on our most important asset. . .our employees. "Of all the BCBS plans
in the Association, BCBSF is number one where members are most likely to
renew," said Burchett. "And, we are number one by 14 percent over our
Florida competitors." No doubt, the dedication of our service associates is
one reason we remain at the top. Cl

SALES TO FOCUS ON CUSTOMER BUYING PREFERENCES
Today's marketplace is evidence that how you sell is just as important as
what you sell. Take Amazon .com, for example. By creating a virtual
bookstore on the internet, Amazon was able to surpass its competitors'
sales in just three years. According to the book Channel Advantage, top
companies differentiate themselves in the way they serve their customers
instead of differentiation through products.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida, superior products are still a top
priority, but according to Armando Luna, vice president of Corporate
Marketing and Sales, BCBSF is Laking a hard look at the various cham1els
we use to sel l our products.
" I n essence, we are changing the way we go to market to reflect our
vision of becoming a more customer-centric organization," explains Luna.
"That implies we need Lo understand the buying preferences of our
customers and be able to provide them with access to the right distribution

channels based on their
preferences." The company's new
Distribution Strategy is designed
to do just that, and more.
"A multi-channel, integrated
distribution capability can be a
tremendous strategic advantage,
but very few companies can ever
gel there," explains Jean Hull,
vice president of the Individual
Consumer Business Unit (ICBU).
"There is a natural tendency for
sales channels Lo compete against
each other, so most companies rely
on a limited number of channels."
contin u ed o n n ext page
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Although the company has used
multiple channels to pursue
individuals, B CBSF has
traditionally relied on its internal
sales staff and agents to sell our
group products. While agents
and sales reps will continue to be
a maj or component, the new
strategy introduces new sales
channels, such as the internet,
and a stronger reliance on
underutilized channels, such as
direct mail and telemarketing. It
also involves integrating all of
these channels through a common
infrastr11cture, called "Channel
Automation," that would enable the
company to "follow" a customer
through the sales process and
across channels.
"For example, a person using the
internet may get to a point in the
transaction where he or she wants
to talk to a live person," says Hull.
"We are working to develop the
capability to share customer input
between channels in a seamless
way so the customer doesn't
have to begin the transaction all
over again."

Luna. "We found there was a
disparity between how customers
wanted to buy from us and how we
were selling." Benchmarking best
practices at other organizations
was also part of the research.
"From there, we were able to
identify certain themes, things that
were relevant to the people who
were making the choice of
whether or not to buy from us."
One trend that emerged was the
wi l 1ingness to purchase products
online. BCBSF recently launched
web sales capabilities that allow
us Lo offer individual products
online, with groups Lo follow. AL
the same time, the company
launched the sale of our products
through eHealthinsurance.com, an
online insurance broker.
In addition to developing web-based
capabilities, the company is
also expanding its direct mail
capability. Telemarketing's role in
the sales organization will be
broadened, with expanded hours and
the capability to do "conservation"
activities in addition to new group

ln essen ce, we are changing the
way we go to market to reflect
our vision of becoming a more
cu sto mer-centric organization."
11

BU ILDING OUR KNOWLEDGE OF
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One of the keys to developing a
Distribution Strategy is research.
"We wanted to understand the
level of satisfaction members have
with the sales experience," says

12
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sales and renewals. Aimed at
retention, conservation activities
include making follow-up calls to
members to inquire about their
level of satisfaction. "Sometimes
groups and individual members
leave us and we don't know why,

all we know is that they are leaving.
This would enable us to see some
initial trends so we can retain
current members' business,"
explains Luna.
Information from customer
interactions will be captured and
utilized more effectively than in the
past. "Historically, when we
interacted with customers, we've
focused on processing the request
without using the richness of that
information to help drive where
we want to go," explains Hull.
"That's how a company becomes
consumer-centric. By harnessing
customer information and usjng it to
improve performance."
A MORE E FFIC'E NT WAY TO SELL

There's more to the Distribution
Strategy than just providing
multiple channels. "We are
working to understand the value of
each channel so we can develop
the appropriate pricing for each
one. Every channel has clifferent
levels of service, and they all have
clifferent costs to the company,"
says Luna. For example, as a
delivery channel, telemarketing
costs less than face-to-face sales.
Some customers may prefer the
convenience of telemarketing,
while others prefer dealing with
a sales person directly.
By providing members with
low-cost delivery channels, the
company hopes to reduce its
acq uisilion costs - the amount
iL costs to obtain a member's
business. "We want Lo expand our
mail, internet and telemarketin g
channels t o meet Lhe needs of
members who prefer to interact
with us through those channels,"
says Hull.

11

0ur customers call with a problem or

question, it's my job to help them unders1
what was done and why." - Washington Horn,
Bechtel's immediate supervisor,
Kenny Crews, a six-and-one-half
year BCBSF employee and Health
Options Service Manager, is proud
of his team. Currently, the group is
experiencing a migration to the
Virtual Office (VO) area. There are
1 7 positi ons yet to migrate to the
new unit. Beyond handling a
number of Medicare & More
related calls, this area is also the
frontline for taking calls from
BCBSF employees.
"The Employee Group presents
inleresting challenges," says
Crews. "Our employees are very
knowledgeable regarding their
health coverage. The service
a s s o ci a te must be e qu ally
knowledgeable in explaining
benefits, especially when an
employe e h a s a misconception
about their coverage. It's sometimes
difficult for our folks to 'turn them
around' when they've misunderstood
their benefits. To this unit's credit,
they do a great j ob explaining our
various coverages." Crews
continues, "The employee group

wants to do a good j ob for their
fellow employees. They make every
effort to be courteous and accurate
during their phone calls."
S e r v i n g M e m b e r s in a
P r ofe s s i o n a l , E a s y- g o i ng Way

Washington Horn e , an eight-year
veteran of BCBSF, is a service
associate handling a variety of
calls each day from the Federal
Employees Program (FEP) . Horne
prides himself on his ability to
diffu se tense situations. His calm,
easy-going phone manner is testi
mony to this trail. From hi s pleasant
greeting to the customer to hls
efficient handling of the situation
and final, "is there anything else
I can do for you today" question,
Horne acts in a professional manner.
"Our customers call with a problem
or question, it's my j ob to help
them understand what was done
and why," says Horne.
Another impressive aspect of this
service associate is the amazing
recall he possesses when it comes
to codes. Several aspects of the

service associate position invol
knowing the right codes to plu
as the call is processed. Horne
the fact that even though the j c
repetitious in nature, it's never
same. "Each member's proble1
unique to them and they don't
how many ti n1es I've handled t
same problem today, they wan
deserve individual attention. I
get bored ·with my j ob and enjc
helping people," adds Horne.

Joanna Graham is H orne's
supervisor and a service marn
for FE P. Graham, a 1 0-year ve1
of BCBSF has spent her entire
career in FEP, five years as a se
associate, three years as a tear
leader and the past two in he1
current position. She feels the �
set for the team members are
attainable, yet challenging. In
addition to answering phones,
service associates in this area
expected to process a minimw
10 written files per day and ke
up with any "still pending" act
Graham's area is staffed with '.
20 team members.

continued on r
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1 especially enJOY working with our

NEW ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES
PRO"E"SE

Medicare & More members because I can
make a difference in their daily lives."
- Rachel Bechtel

k i n g E xt r a Ste p s to H e l p S e n i o r s

:::hel Bechtel has been a service associate in the Medicare & More
1 Employee Group area since January 2000. "Every day, I ]earn
nething new," says Bechtel. On a typical day, she'll handle more
m 50 calls and process approximately 40 · written requests. In this
:a, service associates are required to be available for 345 minutes
�h day to handle inquiries. They are authorized 15 minutes per hour
dliary ("aux") time. This time allows them to do further research on
ficult problems or take a break.
e Medicare & More market, by virtue of its customer base, represents
older population. Bechtel reports members are occasionally unsure
the terms of their health care coverage. This confusion is partially
:::ause Medicare & More members have opted to forego traditional
:dicare in favor of the HMO-style of health care. Bechtel says it is
:ar that members appreciate the extra steps she Lakes to handle
:ir questions.

1 1 1 , , �1 , 1 1
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"I take great care in serving our
members by researching what was
authorized, what was done and how
the claim was processed," says Bechtel.
"I especially enjoy working with our
Medicare & More members because I
f
can make a diference in their daily
lives. Sometimes additional
explanations are required to help

�
tj

•

�
nse of accomplishment when
o educate our members
proper procedures."

" It gives me a great deal of
satisfaction when I can truly help
someone resolve their claims."

t1ves
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To support the changes in how we
deliver our products, the roles and
responsibilities of the people who
sell our products are undergoing a
transformation.
The way the company interacts
with its 3,500 agents is changing.
"We want our agents to be more
like partners rather than
distributors," explains Reggie
Rogers, director of Corporate Sales.
"We intend to enhance our
communication, training and sales
assistance capabilities with agents
in an effort to increase sales and
retention." At the same time, agents
·will have more opportunities to
earn additional commission and
bonuses based on retention,
profitability and cross-selling other
BCBSF products.

callers understand benefits, and in
many cases it is even necessary to
contact their physician or billing
facilities to resolve pending issues."
On several occasions, Bechtel has
placed members on hold so that
she could call a doctor's office to
discover what was requested versus
what was authorized. "Frequently,"
says Bechtel, "when authorizations
are obtained for an office visit, the
doctor's staff fails to advise the
medical department that injections
will be administered. Since
injections require pre-certification,
the injection must be listed
separately on the authorization. If
improperly listed, the claim will
reject when it is filed.
"Our members aren't aware of
many of these requirements, and I
feel a sense of accomplishment
when I am able to educate our
providers and members concerning
proper procedures." In many
instances, Bechtel's "behind the
scenes" work with the providers is
unknown to our members. They
simply know that BCBSF paid their
claim, again, emphasizing our
promise. As one observes Bechtel
answering the phones - fingers
flying over the keyboard to pull up
the correct screens - providing
clear concise Wormalion Lo her
callers, it is clear she is a dedicated
customer service professional.

The internal sales staff is
experiencing changes, as well. "We
are changing the way our sales force
is structured and the way we reward
our salespeople to better reflect the
new roles we are asking them to
perform," says Rogers. "Our new
incentive programs are much more
focused to create behaviors in line
with O LU' corporale strategies and
objectives - profitability, growth
and customer satisfaction.
Performance expectations are
higher, and top performers will
benefit greatly."
<\
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lf the market is cha n g i n g around us and
we stand still, what would that say about the

viability of our compa ny? "

reward top levels of performance."
In the North GBU, Glenn Baker
reports a similar sentiment. ''We
are implementing dramatic
change and it's human nature to
h ave concerns," he says. "But if we
can accomplish this, it will really
set us apart from the competition."

CHANGE CAN WORK
N OUR FAVO

Creating an environment where
customers can purchase products
in the manner they prefer is a
strategic advantage, but it's
difficult to achieve.

"Achieving a multi-channel,
integrated network requires a lot
of change and that can be
difficult," explains Hull. "If we
can do this successfully, it will
help us become a more viable
organization in the long run. That
would lead to more jobs and
more opportunities."
In today's environment of
consumerism, Hull says we have
more to lose by standing still than
we do by changing. "If the market
is changing around us and we
stand still, what would that say
about the viability of our company?" Cl.

Joel Suarez, vice president of sales
in the South GBU, says that while
the advantages of the strategy are
evident, the changes are not easy
for the sales force. "Some people
are really excited, and others are
wondering how the changes will
affect them personally. But everyone
can see the changes will better

t..... • ,:J
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THE FOUNDATION'S GRANT PROCESS:
1 . An employee grant review team
will examine all the applications and
forward its choices to the foundation
board's grant review committee.
(The foundation board is selecting 12
associates and four alternates from
varying locations and positions
throughout the enterprise based on
their desire to serve and community
involvement for the employee grant
review team.)
2. The board's grant review committee
will review the applications and present
its recommendation to the board.

While taking calls . . . I try to put
in their position and th
ho\(V I'd like to be
-Terri Carte,
11

myself

treated:'

Terri Carter

3. The foundation board will make the
final decision on grants.
FOUNDATION BOARD
The initial board members of
The Blue Foundation for a Healthy
Florida are:
• Bruce N. Bagni, General Counsel
• Randy Kammer,
Regulatory and Public Affairs
• Patrick McCabe, Public Affairs
• Deanna McDonald,
Financial Accounting and Controls
• Rhonda Medows, M.D.,
Marketing and Health Care Programs
• Susan Wildes, Public Affairs

questions coming from Publix
employees. "Our job," says C ole, "is
to answer members' questions in an
efficient and accurate manner." To
that end, the Publix Performance
Management System (PPMS) was
developed. PPMS encourages
service associates to proactively
search for solutions to member
concerns. "The heart of PPMS," says
Diane Kelley, director, National
Major Accounts Operations,

"is getting information right the
first time." Kelley, a Q0-year veteran
of BCBSF, is responsibile for a
number of major accounts including
Bank of America, BellSouth, Publix,
Staff Leasing and WalMart.
In fact, the success of the program,
as demonstrated only a few months
fo1lowing its implementation, has
resulted in nearly a 5 percent
reduction in rejected claims (a

source of frustration for membt
an 8 percent reduction in writt1
inquiries and a 12 percent reduc
in the average volume of status
inquiries. "If service associates
notice a missing or incorrect pi,
of information in the file, they a
expected to correct the error, tb
speeding the claims process an,
perhaps avoiding rejection," ad1
Cole, a Q6-year veteran of
customer service.

perspectives
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Blue Cross a n d Blue Shield of Florida's promise to provide caring solutions
will touch more Floridians than ever before than ks to our new non-profit
charitable fou ndation . The Blue Foundation for a Healthy Florida, Inc.,
established earlier this year, will provide approximately $1 million in grants
each year to programs of qualifying non-profit organizations.

A Day in the Life of a Customer Service Associate

�re are approximately 2,600 service associates who answer phones,
icess written inquiries and serve as the first touch point for many
BSF members. Regardless of position in the company, when a member
provider calls for assistance, it is the service associate who begins the
icess. Perspectives recently spent the day with three service associates:
ri Carter from the Publix Dedicated Service Unit; Washington Horne
m the Federal Employees' Program; and Rachel Bechtel from the
dicare & More and Health Options Customer Service.
lping Members is a Pleasure

Ti Carter serves as a service associate in the Publix Dedicated Service
it, which is committed to serving the employees of Publix grocery
res. Carter takes the promise of BCBSF to its customers personally.

hile taking calls from our members, I try to put myself in their position
l think about how I'd like to be treated," she says. It's a technique that
; served her well during her 1 8-month tenure with BCBSF. Carter says
: takes about 55 calls a day and processes written requests while not
isting customers. "Some customers are etched in your mind," she
s. "It gives me a great deal of satisfaction when I can truly help
nebody resolve their claims."

rter relays the story of a member who said she was not going to be
y nice because she'd already called wilh the same problem twice
·ore. Carler says, "Through a variely of techniques I've learned such
calming techniques to put the member at ease, J was able to satisfy
member's needs and diffuse what could have been a very nasty call."

tives
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The foundation will fund programs
that have a positive impact on the
health and well being of the
uninsured and underserved
populations through health
education; research and public
policy projects; health care
services; health care awareness
and training programs; and
workforce preparation initiatives.

The resull was a happy BCBSF
member. In fact, she even made a
follow-up call to ensure the problem
was corrected, further emphasizing
our company's promise.
Another instance involved a
woman whose claim had not been
approved. Carter researched the
claim, made inquiry phone calls and
provided the appropriate response
to the member. Although the
member was not delighted with the
results, what was impressive was
the method of delivery Carter used
in relaying the information. She
was patient, helpful, sympathetic
and displayed immense tact in
delivering the news. Witnessing
Carter perform her duties makes
one keenly aware of the dedication
and caring that BCBSF's service
associates display each day.
Patty Cole, a service manager in
Carter's unit, is pleased about the
systems in place to mitigate the

The following are just some
examples of the types of activities
that would be eligible for fw1ding:
education on health care coverage
options for Wlinsured children,
teen non-smoking programs;
community health clinics, mobile
health services and youth
development and elderly programs.
Programs for the underserved
could include mobile services for
rural counties or health care
educational materials for
low-income workers.
•)

Executive Director Susan Towler
says the foundation grants will
allow BCBSF the flexibility to
address the real needs in
communities across the state, even
in those areas where BCBSF has
no operational presence.

"For example, in Soulh Florida the
need may be for health care
education among the Hispanic
population," she says. "Or, people in
rural areas in the panhandle and
southwest Florida may need access
to health care services. As a compa
ny, we want to be able to reach out
and meet the various needs of
people throughout the state, and the
foundation provides that for us."

Each year, the foundation will
distribute $1 million in grants
ranging from $5,000 to $150,000.
Towler says the grants may be
one-time or multi-year grants
depending on the request and
proven need. Normally, grant
distribution will be twice a year;
however, because the foundation
is gearing up its operations, this
year grants will be distributed
once, Towler says. The foundation
board expects to receive
applications in August and to
begin the review and decision
process and distribute grants
by October.

The foundation provides a new
dimension to our already
established community giving
activities, which include the
United Way campaign, Blue
C01mnunity Champions, Enterprise
Community Relations and GBU
Community Relations. These
existi ng capabilities are tied to the
markets where we have a strong
local presence or employee
involvement. The foundation is a
separate and distinct capability Lo
give back to our communities.

"If employees know of
organizations that fit our mission,
they should contact me (exl.
56803) so we can send their
organizations an application," she
says. "This is an exciting time for
the foundation. We anticipate a lot
of interest and response based on
the research and feedback we've
received from charities throughout
the state. Our contributions will
definitely make an impact to
those served by the non-profit
community." �

In addition, while corporate
contributions from BCBSF are tied
to business results, the foundation
will be able to provide greater help
in the long run because its funding
is separate. BCBSF created the
foundation with an initial $4.5
million endowment.

D aily Living with
COORDINATED CARE REDUCES COM PLICATIONS
Deborah T hompson, a quality analyst with BCBSF's National Business Unit,
has lived with diabetes for the past 15 years. She's had a rough and tumble
road, with good days and difficult ones. R ecently, she's been able to better
manage her disease due to BCBSF's Diabetes Care Management Program.

"I was pregnant with my first child when my diabetes was detected. Seven
years laler, during my second pregnancy, lhe disease was ful ly developed
by the end of my first trimester," Thompson says. "I was referred to a

high-risk obstetrician for monitoring
and started insulin treatments in
my fifth month." After delivery,
Thompson's blood sugar levels
stabilized for two more years.
Diabetes is when glucose (blood
sugar) builds up in the blood
instead of entering the cells.
Insulin helps deliver the glucose
into the celJs. In Type 2 diabetes Thompson's type, either the body
doesn't produce sufficient amounts
of insulin or the cells ignore the
body's insulin.
Without a cure for diabetes,
proper care management is very
important to improving quality of
life. That's where Karla Logston, a
BCBSF Care Coordinator, steps in.
As a registered nurse, she provides
education to physicians and
members enrolled in the Health
Options benefit.
"Through education, this program
assists employees and members in
reducing complications by keeping
their blood sugar under control
and getting appropriate care,"
explains Logston. Care management
emphasizes preventive care.
According to the ADA, the body's
use of insulin can be improved
with meal planning, exercise,
weight loss and regular blood
sugar checks. A heall hy diet for a

is to stabilize the effects from the
event in the shortest time possible.
"The most expensive time of an
adverse event is immediately after it
happens. That is why decisions must
be made quickly," explains Phelps.
The team is authorized to make
decisions regarding infrastructure
issues such as telecommunications
and facHities. It can also quickly
escalate decisions concerning
business closures and large,
unanticipated expenditures to
senior management, if necessary.
"The EOC brings together a group of
people who are experts in their field
and provides them an opportunity to
resolve problems in an efficient and
timely manner," says Mike Jones,
director of Corporate Services, who
has been a team member from the
beginning. "It eliminates the need of
having to spend time assembling a
team when a crisis occurs."
The EOC was officially formed in
mid-1 999, as the company prepared
for Y2K. Its main location is in
Jacksonville at DCC, conference
room 1 07B. Although the room
looks like a normal conference
room, during an adverse event,
it can be transformed into a
command center with laptop
computers, a printer, a satellite
phone, cable TV and emergency
supplies. Special conference call
capabilities are part of the EOC
allowing members to attend
meetings from anywhere. A
back-up EOC site is located at
the Riverside Office Complex,
also in Jacksonville.
Up-to-the-minute weather
information is provided lhrough a
special contract with WeatherData.
This information is posted on the
Risk Management intranet website.

There are 1 4 members, representing
key areas of the company, such as
IT/CD, Human Services Group,
Facilities, Public Relations &
Corporate Communications and
the GBUs, who make up the EOC.
All members, or their back-ups, are
required to be accessible at all
times in the event of an emergency.
Conference calls are used for
meetings that are held dw·ing non
business hours, as often happens
in a crisis situation. "It's not unusual
to be on an EOC conference call
at 1 0 p.m., at 7 a.m. or.. on the
weekend, especially during
hurricane season," says Jones.
Hurricane season - June through
November - is the busiest time
of the year for the EOC team. In
2000, the EOC successfully man
aged preparation for 1 4 storms,
eight of which were hurricanes.
Storms are monitored through
our WeatherData service and
the EOC is activated if a storm
is moving in a direction that
could affect our employees or
business locations.
"When it comes to recovering a
business, you have to understand
the needs of the people first,
then you can start to stabilize
processes," says Phelps. He
recalls the "lessons learned"
from Hurricane Andrew, the
most serious hurricane event in
his 1 1 years with the company.
"We learned how important it is
to address the personal suffering
of our employees first," explains
Phelps. ''While we know we can't
address all our employees' needs
at such a time, we also know that
we can't stabilize business
processes when our people are on
the curb outside what used to be

their home." Today, the EOC
always considers the human el
ment first.
To keep employees informed o
adverse conditions, the compm
developed the Employee
Information Line, which can he
up to 200 calls at once. UpdateE
such as information about offic
closings and reopenings, are
provided at least twice a day w
the situation is resolved. You cc
reach the information line by
calling 1 -800-79 1 -6062. Inform
about hurricane preparation,
evacuation, shelters and othe1
useful information is available
through the Risk Manageme:n
website on the intranet. Cl
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urricanes, fires,
�wer outages and
,owst9JjPl s are just a
·:oflithe situations members of the c�m�y�� E�teq>rise Operations
enter (EOC) deal with in addition to their regular job responsibilities.
1e EOC, headed by John Phelps, director of Risk Management, is
sponsible for helping the company resume "business as usual" status
the face of disaster.
['he EOG is the decision-making team that addresses business
.terruptions associated with unplanned, adverse conditions, such as a
·e, tornado or chemical spill. The team is a critical part of the company's
reraU Business Continuity Plan," explains Phelps. The company's
1siness Continuity Plan is far-reaching, and touches almost every
�partment at BCBSF in some way. It focuses on continuing our most
·itical business functions during an adverse condition.
�his is a significant change from our former Business Recovery Plan,
hich focused on recovering from an adverse condition. Business
mLinuiLy planning is based on Lhe fact that our members expect our
:rvices rain or shine," says Phelps. All departments are encouraged Lo
!Velop their own Business Continuity Plans.
1siness continuity planning has become a best practice among large
1rporations, especially those with direct customer contact. "A Business
)ntinuity Plan is just plain good business practice," says Phelps. "It
tilds greaLer dependabiliLy inLo our services and reinforces our brand. If
ir members know that we can continue Lo serve them no matter what,
at provides a competitive advantage as well." Statistically, 50 percent of
1 businesses that close for a severe adverse event never reopen,
1derscoring the importance of continuity planning. Among those
,mpanies that do reopen, 15 percent don't survive for more than a year.
::; BSF's plan focuses on continuing cri tical business operations to the
aximum extent within reason. "There are some business functions,
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Diabete s
and the doctors thought the disease
had just taken over. I had sudden,
unexplainable, uncontrollable
diabetes. Various treatments
weren't working and at that point, I
just gave up," says Thompson.
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· ,, Always Ready - Members of the EOC
,,._. team are ready help when disaster
strikes. Pictured are (front row, I - r): John
Phelps, Sue Crane, Stacey Cummings,
-,
Beth Stambaugh and Robert Allen. (sec•
ond row I - r): Phil Dove, Bill Bland, Mike
Jones,
Bob Hamilton and Greg England.
.
"
- -:�- ; EOC members not pictured include Mary
. :
Bridgman, Beth Burwell, Lanny Felder,
·
Mary Raulerson, Sytoya Harvin, Maxine
Haynes, Don Pack, Janet Speranzi and
Quinn Baxter.

such as member eligibility and
payroll, that have a very small
window of downtime before the
effects become catastrophic to the
company," explains Phelps. "And,
as we move toward becoming more
of an e-business organizalion, Lhe
window becomes smaller because
our members expect us to be there
any time of the day or night, 365
days a year." Each critical business
function has been mapped to one
or more supporting departments,
3 1 of which have developed their
own Business Continuity Plans.
VVhen an adverse condition can
not be remedied through normal
procedures, the EOG steps in.
A1ready this year, the EOG has
been activated four times. Three
times were due to snowstorms
in Meriden, Conn., where the
company has a First Coast Service
Options office. The other adverse
condition involved a water main
break in Jacksonville, which
affected buildings at our
Deerwood Campus Complex.
When activated, the EOG team
meets to evaluate the situation,
determine alternative measures
necessary to resolve it and then
implements aclions to continue
critical business functions. The goal

" I'm in control of my disease and
my life." - Deborah Thompson
diabetic is sensible-low in fat,
moderate protein, with some
starches. Being active through
regular, moderate exercise helps
cells take in the blood sugar. Weight
loss, even 10 or 20 pounds, helps the
body use insulin more productively.
Blood sugar checks are important
because they monitor how well Lhe
treatment plan is working.
Thompson is very aware of the need
for preventive care management.
"BoLh of my parents and some of
my siblings have diabetes. My
parents, especially my mother,
have complications from the
disease," she says. Complications
from diabetes are very serious and
can include damage to the eyes,
kidneys, nerves and heart. In
addition, cells deprived of glucose
may be starved for energy. "In
1 995, my blood sugar levels sky
rocketed, my vision changed and
my kidneys began malfunctioning. I
could see complications developing

Meanwhile, BCBSF was developing
Lhe BluePrint for Health-Diabetes
Program and mailing educational
materials to Thompson and others
identified with diabetes on a regular
basis. Identification came, and
continues to come through, claims
from providers, physician calls,
customer service representatives,
nurses doing on-site reviews and
other means. High-risk members
receive additional education and,
sometimes, even one-on-one
counseling.
In 1 998, Logston noticed Thompson
had suspended treatment, so she
called and encouraged her to try
again. Thompson returned to her
physician and began treatment
using an insulin pump. "Karla was
very supportive. She showed me a
video about how to use the pwnp.
She explained my insurance
benefits and she even provided a
list of suppliers who would

direct-bill BCBSF, saving me
out-of-pocket expenses. More
importantly, she encouraged me
and supported me during a difficult
Lime," says Thompson.
All Health Options members and
their insured family members
diagnosed with diabetes are
enrolled in the program. Initially,
a member receives an introductory
packet, which includes an offer for
a complimentary glucose meter,
and an explanation of benefits.
They are encouraged Lo have a
retinal eye exam and are reminded
to schedule an HbA 1c exam (a test
that gives an average of all blood
sugars) if they haven't had one in
the previous six months.
"Dealing with diabetes was
overwhelming for me. I felt all
alone and out of control,"
Thompson says. "Today, I'm able
to care for my family and maintain
my job, while successfully
managing my disease. It hasn't
taken over. Instead, thanks to
efforts of Karla and the Diabetes
Care Management Program,
I'm in control of my disease and
my life." �

Today, I'm able to care for my family and
maintain my job, while successfully
managing my disease."
11
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4 Takin' Care of Business

The EOC team stands ready to help the company function during
disasters. Read about this group's role in getting us back to "business as
usual" when crises occur.

COVER STORY
What's it Like on the Frontline?

Imagine spending your entire day taking calls from members - some
good, some not so good. The company's 2,600 customer service
associates are the friendly voices helping our members everyday.

T he Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act - Administrative
Simplification (HIPAA-AS) is charging through the health care industry
and creating a hippo-sized challenge for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida (BCBSF) T he purpose of HI PAA-AS is to standardize all health care
code sets, while providing the highest level of privacy and security for
patient records.

The patient privacy and confidentiality rules alone are more than 17,000
pages. Ironically, one of the goals of HIPAA is to reduce paperwork.
Other goals include cutting administrative costs while maintaining
patient privacy.
HIPAA-AS became law in 1996, and now the clock is Licking. The first
federally mandated changes must be in place by October 2002. They
involve creating a standard system for the electronic transmission of
data and ensuring the security and privacy of that data.
The list of steps for BCBSF to become HIPAA compliant is long, and will
touch all departments from claims processing systems to facilities to
operations. It will require developing and implementing new processes,
changing all electronic transactions and changing the way we service
our members and providers.
"This is a change in the way we do business," says Wayne Gash,
program director and issue owner. Gash heads a special HIPAA-AS
Project Team that has been established to address all HIPAA-related
business issues. The team has completed its assessment of current
operations and is heading into the design and planning phase.
"The assessment and analysis phase identified areas we need to address
to achieve compliance. The plan and design phase will identify what we
need to do, and how we'll need to do it," says Gash. "Literally, everybody
in the organization is going to be impacled in some way," says Joe
Hayes, HIPAA-AS project lead.

Have itYour Way

Companies that pay attention to customer preferences will have a
significanl competitive advanlage. BCBSF is taking thal lo heart in its
new Distribution Strategy, which allows members to interact with us in
ways that are most convenient Lo them.

-D
Making all the federally mandaled
changes with minimum business
disruption is the HIPAA Project
Team's key focus. ""\iVe're trying to
take one pass through the
organization for our initial
assessment. Since Transactions,
Code and Identifiers are so
interrelated, it makes sense to try
to ask one set of questions about
these business process components
together. However as individual
issues arise with each of these
components, they will be adclTessed
separately," says Gash.
As the new regulations go into
effect, there will be an adjustment
period for everyone. "Our
customer service people are going
to be dealing with a very complex
sel of codes that they are not used
to, and our providers are not used

,-.
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Our health services also help o
very own. This issue's employe
success story features Deborah
Thompson, who is living a full
active life with help from our
Diabetes Care Management
Program.
· 8 HIPAA-AS: Taming the Beast

HIPAA -AS is charging through 1
health care industry and creatii
hippo-sized challenge for BCB�
Can we Lame Lhe beasl?
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The adage holds that
actions speak louder than
words. U nfortu nately in
today's world, too many
actions conflict with the
words we hear.

The companies we do business · ·with
must also comply. ''We virtually
have to take a look at every contract
with all of our external trading
partners, to make sure that they
treat data with as much security as
we do ourselves," says Gash.

. BCBSF, we work hard every day to make sure our actions reflect our
·omise. Our company would not exist without the 3.3 million Floridians
ho count on us to be there when they need us. And when they need
;, it's usually our servjce associates who answer their questions and
solve concerns. For many of our members, customer service associates
m't just represent the company, they are the company.

When we think about our members,
it's important to remember they
are volunteers - and they can
easily volunteer with another
company."

In a recent survey of all Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Association
'lis issue provides insight on the rewarding, yet tough jobs of our 2,600
plans, BCBSF was Lhe number-one
·rvice associates. You'll find that along with getting their share of
plan where members are most
>mplaints, our service associates also get the gratification of making a
likely to renew. It
fference in
shouldn't surprise us.
embers' lives.
1
1 For many of our members, customer
And if you don't know
'e commit nearly a service associates don't just represent already, you'll
discover why inside
ird of our 9,000
this
issue.
nployees to
the company,
11
1slomer service,
We help our members
ving credibility to
live confident lives,
1r corporate value
and we do that by
.1:embers are our
listening to them and acting on
:ason for being." Get your own perspective on what it's like to be on
what they tell us. That action
te frontline on page 6.
emerges from our hardworking
teams that bring to market what
'hen you read the stories of our customer service associates, you'll
our members want and need - like
we a clearer picture of how all of us touch members in some way.
web-based services and assurance
'hether we work in Marketing, the GBUs or the mailroom, we all
of privacy. It takes all of us to
ltimately work toward making sure members are satisfied.
make BCBSF a consumer-centric
company - one where our actions
s BCBSF President Mike Cascone said at a recent meeting, "Our
speak louder than our words. �
tembers are our reason for being. They are why we exist as a company.

com pa ny.

ct1ver,
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t[hey are the

to. In many cases, customer service
associates will have to translate the
new codes," says Hayes.
The biggest challenge for everyone
in the health care industry will be
complying with the patient privacy
rules that go into effect February
2003. Hundreds of pages of rules
were adopted in the final hours of
the Clinton administration. BCBSF's
legal team is interpreting each
mandate and developing our
compliance strategy.
"There's data today that we require
as parl of our business that isn't in
HT PAA. We are going lo have to
find new ways to get it," Hayes
added. "The security and privacy
rules will impact our ability to
share information, maybe even
within the company," says Gash.

As health care consumers we will
also feel the impact of HIPAA. The
privacy regulations will require
doctors to get a patient's written
consent before releasing any
health information, even for
routine treatment and payment.
The new rules also limit the use of
that information to health purposes
only. "Patients are going to have to
sign documents on how a physician
uses data. Everywhere you will go,
there will be a five to 1 0 page
consent form," says Hayes.
The potential for prison sentences
and huge fines for violations drive
Lhe added precaulions. Intentionally
misusing a patient's information

penalties of $ 1 00 per incident, up
to $25,000 per person, per year,
for each standard violated.
Despite all the challenges, there
are positive aspects to HIPAA-AS
for BCBSF. Standardized code sets
should improve data quality and
provide more reliable reporting. "It
can also be viewed as a pre-requisite
for web enabling customer service
and other capabilities utilizing the
Internet," says Gash. He believes
the standardization provided by
HIPAA-AS should benefit the
health care industry in the long
run by increasing efficiency and
decreasing costs.
The HIPAA-AS project is expected
to continue into 2004 and the
HIPAA-AS Project Team needs your
help throughout all seven phases
of the project. BCBSF could be
exposed to economic, business
and legal risk if we are nol in
compliance. "Our success depends

Our success depends upon the
orga mr nzati o n responding to our
requests for participation."
1
'

will result in criminal charges.
Depending on the severity,
violations could bring a sentence
from one to 1 0 years in prison and
fines ranging from $50,000 lo
$250,000. Transaction and code set
violations could bring civil

upon the organization responding
to our requests for participation,"
says Hayes. "So far the organization
has been extremely responsive."
H IPAA-AS project updates are
available on the corporate intranet. �
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